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Nuralite Industrial Estate Canal Road Higham Rochester Kent ME3 7JA
The proposal is for the systematic redevelopment of the existing Nuralite site. This includes the
importation of inert materials to cap, and landscape the historic asbestos landfill, thus containing
its contamination risk. To demolish the existing buildings of the Nuralite industrial estate, deal
with existing contamination, both through capping and removal of areas of hydrocarbon pollution,
the laying of new service and utility infrastructure and the construction of 11 new purpose built
light industrial type units and a site office.
The Nuralite Industrial Estate lies mainly within the Parish of Shorne, the Parish Boundary with
Higham (to the east) running north-south through the easternmost part of the site. Hence while the
entrance and approach roads are in Higham, the bulk of the site is located in Shorne Parish.
The Parish Council previously submitted comments on the Scoping Opinion under reference
20180802. The majority of the comments made then are still pertinent. This submission updates
these with regard to the numerous documents supporting this latest application.
PRINCIPAL OBJECTIONS:
There are two main aspects to this planning application, to which we OBJECT:




Replacement Industrial Estate layout – We OBJECT to the expansion of the Industrial Estate
beyond its original built footprint and particularly beyond the historic boundary of the
Nuralite site. Additional replacement units and hardstanding etc should not be allowed
outside of the original built area (the previously developed land), as defined by the original
route of Footpath NS156 around the western and northern limits of the original Nuralite
buildings plus not extending east of the disused reservoir.
Capping the whole site (Contamination remediation) - The western part of the site was in
the past polluted in some areas but then remained undisturbed for several decades. The
principal problem today is that the land was then disturbed by the applicant and
contamination was spread into new areas. It is our belief that the majority of the western
parts were in a safe condition prior to this. We OBJECT to the proposal to cap the western
part of the site and to the depth stated as we do not believe this to be necessary merely for
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restoration of the damaged wildlife habitat. Scrub is already naturally regenerating,
particularly on the margins of the site, and can continue to do so. We suggest that
independent expert advice is needed but otherwise would accept the opinions of GBC/KCC
concerning the suitability of the proposals for remediation of the canal, the types and depth
and configuration of the capping materials, the new land profiles, and the required design of
perimeter and slope structures. However, we would prefer the canal to be re-excavated and
remediated in all areas as a Community Asset. We would also like to see a more natural
appearance at the perimeter rather than a high and steeply edged, flat-topped platform
particularly at the western and south-western boundaries. All the perimeter walling should
be plantable so that it is camouflaged. We suggest that the remediated area, stated to be
proposed as a Nature Conservation Area, should be more clearly defined and protected by
being permanently fenced off from the Industrial Centre and any public picnic area (if
permitted). Conditions should be imposed safeguarding against all future development.
There also needs to be a separate and conditioned management plan.
Other issues arise from the proposals and are detailed below, but we are particularly concerned
about:










Development in the Green Belt: With a proposed near 50% increase in floorspace the
development becomes inappropriate and with a greater impact on Green Belt openness. No
special reasons have been provided to support expanding the built area, and the proposals
as a whole are not sustainable development.
Further disturbance of the contaminated land: It would be preferable for there not to be
any further disturbance of the land. Disturbance that has already occurred has resulted in
contaminated soils being distributed more widely over the site and this should be rectified
and brought back to the previous longstanding state.
Traffic impacts: There will be significant traffic impact on the Lower Higham Conservation
Area with traffic increase and consequent noise, fumes and vibration pollution being
imposed on the residents of the Chequers area of Lower Higham and other nearby roads.
Impact on local amenity and environmentally protected land: Likelihood of noise, light and
environmental pollution arising from increased site size and activity impacting on the
amenity of the adjacent footpath and cycle track, and the North Kent Marshes, plus the
impact on the wider landscape. It should be noted that Canal Road passes through the
Ramsar Site (see map extract below). The proposed picnic area is also within the Ramsar
site. The appropriateness and actual usefulness in the location shown is uncertain and there
are obvious disadvantages. Meanwhile the plans do not otherwise show or define any
recreational or open-air amenity space for the users of the industrial estate.
Landscape Impact: At present the Landscaping/Habitat Creation plans read well but these
need replacing with detailed and definite plans which actually get implemented. Rather
than building right up to the southern boundary, a margin should be left at the top of the
new perimeter bank to allow for dense and tall permanent plantings of trees and bushes to
screen the new buildings from close and distant views.
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GENERAL POINTS:
Land Registry information: The land which is the subject of this application was acquired by the
present owners in May 2013. It consists of two separate parcels of land:


K426860 is the Nuralite Industrial Centre and the adjacent Canal bed:



K645198 is the land of the western part of the application site. The deed contains restrictive
covenants concerning use of the land and its effect on neighbouring properties.

The point is that buildings were historically limited to the south-eastern area as previously bounded
by the public footpath NS156 prior to its diversion. No buildings etc have ever existed on the
western part of the application site, which is a separate physical area.
Location and suitability of the site, and non-sustainable development: While the site is already in
existence, a factory having been first built there in the early 1900’s, if this were a new application it
would be strongly opposed as the location would nowadays be considered highly inappropriate.
Originally, the bulk of staff, materials and products were transported by rail. The proposed change
of use of the site will nowadays impact adversely on local residents and threaten the adjacent North
Kent Marshes and Ramsar Site. Having such an industrial estate in a remote rural area is not a
sustainable form of development. There is no housing close nearby and no public transport,
therefore the development will encourage increased vehicle use for access by workers and visitors.
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Extract from map on GBC website showing the boundaries of the Ramsar Site, see
https://www.gravesham.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/195837/Ramsar-Site-and-Special-ProtectionArea-Map.pdf

Alterations to the site since May 2013: Significant adverse alterations to the site have already been
made without there being planning permissions in place. These are principally that:






In 2016 all existing trees and vegetation habitat was cleared from the bulk of the site, along
with the removal of the previous perimeter fencing. This activity disturbed Asbestos
containing ground at risk to the workers and anyone in the vicinity at the time, including in
part of the Ramsar Site. The site was levelled with materials being banked to the edge of the
canal, which may have increased its contamination.
Large areas of hardstanding have been laid out in locations beyond the footprint of the preexisting Nuralite site.
High, metal palisade fencing has been erected on the perimeter by the canal where it has
visual impact.
There is open storage of containers stacked up to three high. Previously, a large scaffolding
structure was erected, which was taken down after Planning Enforcement intervention.

Application description and building heights: The description refers to 11 purpose built units but
these actually comprise 55 two-storey units (all of 7.8m net height) of varying sizes now proposed in
11 separate buildings, plus 5 more hardstanding/open storage areas (height restriction is needed on
these) and the offices/canteen building (net height appears to be 6.5m). Due to the ground level
being raised prior to building, the gross height of all the industrial units for landscape impact
assessment is approximately 2m higher, i.e. 9.8m.
Plans: We have the following additional comments on the presently submitted plans:



Master Plan deficiency: The deposited proposed site plan does not show the western
boundary of the site (although included in other documents).
Encouraging sustainable travel: Reference is made in the transport/Travel plans to the units
having showers so as to encourage cycle use but the units do not show any internal fitting
out that would ensure this and such a facility is also not included in the more communal
office/canteen building.
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Package Plant and water supply locations: The proposed location for the Package Pant
(Sewage collection) and the borehole well and water treatment plant are not shown on the
plans.
Refuse arrangements: Location of refuse bins and bin stores, including for the
canteen/offices building are not shown.
Cycle Route and Footpaths, site entrance: The proposed arrangements for the cycle route
and footpaths, and generally at the entrance to the site are presently vague and more detail
is required. An oblong structure is shown by what appears to be a gate, and the land to the
east of this (north of the offices building and new entrance road) is not described. No
barrier/gate is shown at the entrance.
Fencing: Details are needed of the location and composition of all proposed perimeter fence
treatments plus those for the individual units and the hardstanding/open storage areas.
Paths within the site: These are not shown clearly as the plans presently lack detail. The
clear line just south of the canal requires clarification as do the edges of the remaining pond.
EIA: The full EIA has not been made available on-line, only an over-brief non-technical
summary.
Perimeter vegetation and trees: The siting of buildings close against the southern boundary
does not allow for any screening trees and vegetation to be planted there and this should be
rectified. The screening to Canal Road should all be retained undisturbed.
Materials/colours to be used: Brick would be preferable to blocks, and metal cladding
should be coloured to camouflage the buildings in the landscape, i.e. usually to be some
variant of Khaki Green. There is discussion about possibility of “green roofs” but also of
photovoltaic panels – “green roofs” would be welcome but conditions would need to be
imposed concerning their maintenance and permanence.

Parish meeting: The Transport Statement refers to the meeting held in Higham Parish however no
meeting was offered to Shorne Parish and there has still not been any contact to the Parish Council
from the owners/developers. Higham residents were strongly opposed to the proposed increases in
traffic. It is stated that Higham and Lower Higham residents were supportive of the covering of the
landfill however that physical area lies in Shorne Parish.
Operational Policy: The deposited documents do not include an operational policy detailing matters
such as: operating hours (said in text to be 06.00 to 20.00) and their enforcement; any restrictions
on tenants/usage of the business units to reduce pollution risks; usage of the canteen and office
building; security and other lighting during operating hours and at night; prevention of dust and
rubbish etc contaminating the local environment; cleaning and maintenance of the common parts
of the site, etc.
TRANSPORT AND ACCESS ISSUES:
Future traffic levels: Our principal concern is with the operational phase. The traffic assessment
and prediction data is flawed in a number of ways and therefore lacks credibility. This is mainly due
to it being adjusted using national figures relating to total site floorspace however the way that
space is divided up (i.e. the number of individual units) is more relevant as each of the 55 units is
likely to have several employees plus visiting vehicles. It is more likely that existing staff numbers
and predominant personal vehicle use (which negate the travel plan) will be multiplied up (from
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4000sqm in use to over 24000sqm – this cross-references with previously submitted data that
employment numbers might increase from 100 to 670-700), which would result in higher traffic
figures. Traffic increases will also vary depending on the exact uses of the various units, the extent
of distribution uses and especially if any of them attract visiting public, so could be even higher and
on-site parking provision may prove inadequate.
Unsuitability of access routes and road safety concerns:













The proposed road “enhancements” are noted however we are overall concerned about
possible creation of an urbanised appearance in a rural environment.
In the Lower Higham Conservation Area the proposed roundabout will lead to prevention of
on-street parking immediately outside the houses of many residents, and would likely be
displaced into Canal Road so creating a different hazard.
The green area which would be taken at the north-east corner of the junction presently
accommodates community facilities and services (postbox, salt bin, disposal bin, road signs,
electricity/telegraph pole) which would all need to be reprovided.
The documents refer to different routing of incoming and outgoing traffic during the
remediation and construction phases, this needs to be continued and enforced during the
operational phases.
The proposal is that vehicles will be directed to use the B2000 and travel via Lower
Rochester Road for inbound movements and Gore Green Road for outbound movements.
However, the junction of Gore Green Road to Lower Rochester Road is “blind” and the
increased inbound traffic on Lower Rochester Road will increase hazards at this junction.
As before, we note the restricted height of the nearby railway bridge, which will result in
operational restrictions during all phases. Over-height lorries reaching that point would not
be able to turn in Canal Road.
In addition to the comments made by the KCC PROW Officer, which we support, we also
point out that connecting between Footpaths NS156 and NS140 relies on using a length of
Canal Road passing under the railway bridge. Road configuration to ensure safety of walkers
and cyclists should also be created on this section. Traffic calming structures (as elsewhere
on Canal Road) should be installed on Canal Road between NS156 and the site entrance.

Public parking outside the entrance: As mentioned previously, for very many years, public have
parked on unused ground by the entrance to the site in order to take walks. It is likely that they will
instead park on Canal Road if no provision is made for public parking.
POLLUTION AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES:
Air pollution: For vehicle originating pollution, this is informed by traffic data (see above) which we
believe to have been underestimated. Even with the low figures presented there is a prediction of
adverse effect at the Lower Higham end of Canal Road. We are also concerned about potential air
pollution impacting on Canal Road itself where there is Ramsar Site on both sides of the road, and
also pollution to the North Kent Marshes from business activities on the new Estate. The nature of
work undertaken by the tenants will have to be closely controlled.
Light Pollution: The proposed site is likely to have higher lighting levels than at present, for safety of
access and security, this is a concern in a rural and protected area where there is high landscape
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visibility. The light fittings should be shielded to avoid lights being visible outside of the site and they
should be off or dimmed during hours of darkness/at night unless triggered for security purposes.
Litter etc: Experience elsewhere of industrial estates accessed via rural roads is that considerable
littering occurs along the access route. In this case, the verges of Canal Road are part of the Ramsar
Site. The operational policy should include measures to reduce and rectify litter contamination
within the site and along all approach routes.
Noise pollution: In open, flat landscapes noise travels a considerable distance. There will be
additional concerns due to noise from vehicles accessing and moving (especially reversing) within
the site, security alarms etc. Modern industrial units do not contain noise well, and doors etc are
likely to be open during warmer conditions. This will affect the ambience and tranquillity of the
adjacent footpaths and cycle route, and also affect wildlife within the Ramsar site and elsewhere
locally.
Direct damage to protected land: The proposal will increase recreational use of, and potential
damage to, the Ramsar site by staff and visitors - the document notes that on-site workers, said to
number up to 700, are likely to remain in the area across lunchtime.
Visual intrusion and urban appearance: We do not accept the statements about lack of visual
impact made in the EIA summary and the landscape and visual impact assessment. The proposal
creates a much more visually intrusive site with two-storey modern buildings (on a raised platform,
so equivalent to three-storey in new height) close to the footpath and cycle route, and the Ramsar
site. It reduces the visual amenity of important recreational routes including footpath NS156. It
creates an urban appearance where presently rural. There will be visual impact over a wide area
due to long distance views from much higher ground to the south, which are not sufficiently
considered. There should be a requirement for existing mature and tall trees to be retained plus for
additional tall permanent plantings all around the perimeter of the buildings area to screen the
buildings from long-distance view.
Loss of habitat: The proposal seeks to permanently fill in part of the Canal course at the eastern
edge of the site however the reasons or need for this are unclear. It is noted that the proposal also
involves loss of the easternmost pond and its surrounding dense, mature habitat, which is already a
designated local wildlife site.
OTHER GENERAL/PLANNING ASPECTS:
Utilities/Services: The lack of standard Utility/Services provision to the site is of great concern.
However, proper provision of new utilities will be disruptive to local residents and damaging to the
rural environment.



Electricity: Supply to Bridge House must be maintained and assured as part of this project.
Mains/Potable water supply: It was not made clear in the Scoping application that the site
does not have a mains/potable water supply. This would be an essential service provision
for any redevelopment of the site. There is an assumption in the proposals that borehole
water can be used instead in sufficient volume but water analysis results suggest that this
water would need to be treated before use. Possible abstraction of large amounts of
borehole water so close to the Ramsar site and marshes is a cause for concern. Conversely,
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the report also refers to likelihood presently of significant pipe leaks, and stopping these
might also adversely influence groundwater levels locally.
Foul drainage/Sewerage: The site does not presently have any main sewer connection. The
plans include a large “package plant” (the modern equivalent of a cesspit/septic tank) for
sewerage but this will not accommodate large inflow volumes, catering outflows or other
sources that include untreated grease or oils or other chemicals that result in biological
inhibition – these provisos would restrict business usage of the site or otherwise adversely
affect the functioning of the plant. The location of the plant is not shown on the plans.
Rainfall Drainage: A large increase in hardstanding area (“considerable hardstanding area
extension”) and also of the total built area with roofs is proposed. While the quantity of
rainfall onto the site will be unchanged, the amount of contaminated water run-off will
increase particularly depending on the exact activities of the business unit users, e.g.
washing vehicles on-site. We are concerned that the proposed filtration sumps might not
have adequate capacity, which could lead to large volumes of contaminated water entering
the Canal and then potentially the drainage ditch on the North Kent Marshes/Ramsar site.

Usage of the Canteen facility: The canteen facility is shown located at the entrance of the site, with
29 associated car parking places, which seems a large number. The proposed usage of this building
requires clarification. We asked previously about whether it is intended that the canteen facility will
to be open to visitors to the site, both to the industrial estate itself and from passing walkers and
cyclists. If that is the intention, then the various responsible authorities and interested parties need
to consider whether this is a desirable development as it might attract even more traffic and visitors
to the area.
Picnic area: The area shown is part of the Ramsar Site. The usefulness and appropriateness of a
picnic area for the general public in this location requires further discussion. It will routinely tend to
draw workers from the Apex Industrial Estate to cross the railway line. There needs to be more
detail of what facilities will be installed (benches, waste bins etc) and how it will be maintained and
kept clean (assumed to be by the new estate). Meanwhile, with up to 700 workers on the new site,
there is no designated outside recreation/relaxation space shown, e.g. in association with the
Canteen/Offices building.
Historical assets: The area is known to have had Roman occupation. Celtic, Roman and Saxon
remains/items were found very close by. A watching brief for historical assets should be undertaken
during all works on the site. An official assessment is also required as to whether any architectural
and historical features of the site merit retention and preservation, e.g. possibly the domed building
at the south-east of the site, that houses one of the borehole pumps.

Planning and Highways Committee,
Shorne Parish Council
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